Computational analyses of four bacterial genomes of the Xanthomonadaceae family reveal new unique genes that may be involved in adaptation, pathogenicity, and host specificity. The Xanthomonas genus presents 3636 unique genes distributed in 1470 families, while Xylella genus presents 1026 unique genes distributed in 375 families. Among Xanthomonasspecific genes, we highlight a large number of cell wall degrading enzymes, proteases, and iron receptors, a set of energy metabolism genes, second copy of the type II secretion system, type III secretion system, flagella and chemotactic machinery, and the xanthomonadin synthesis gene cluster. Important genes unique to the Xylella genus are an additional copy of a type IV pili gene cluster and the complete machinery of colicin V synthesis and secretion. Intersections of gene sets from both genera reveal a cluster of genes homologous to Salmonella's SPI-7 island in XAC and Xf-9a5c, which might be involved in host specificity. Each genome also presents important unique genes, such as an HMS cluster, the kdgT gene, and O-antigen in Xanthomonas axonopodis pv citri; a number of avrBS genes and a distinct Oantigen in Xanthomonas campestris pv campestris, a type I restriction-modification system and a nickase gene in Xylella fastidiosa 9a5c, and a type II restriction-modification system and two genes related to peptidoglycan biosynthesis in Xylella fastidiosa temecula 1. All these differences imply a considerable number of gene gains and losses during the divergence of the four lineages, and are associated with structural genome modifications that may have a direct relation with the mode of transmission, adaptation to specific environments and pathogenicity of each organism.
INTRODUCTION

X
ylella and Xanthomonas are two genera in the gamma subdivision of the proteobacteria that belong to the same family, the Xanthomonadaceae. All known species in these genera are phytopathogens. In this paper, we compare four species in this family, the only ones for which complete genomes are publicly available.
In the Xylella genus, two genomes have been published: Xylella fastidiosa 9a5c (Xf-9a5c), the causal agent of citrus variegated chlorosis (CVC) (Simpson et al., 2000) , and Xylella fastidiosa Temecula 1 (Xftemecula), the causal agent of Pierce's disease, which affects grapevine (Van Sluys et al., 2003) . Two additional species have been partially sequenced: Xylella fastidiosa Ann-1 (infects oleander) and Xylella fastidiosa Dixon (infects almond) (Bhattacharyya et al., 2002a,b) . In the Xanthomonas genus, for two species there are complete genomes publicly available: Xanthomonas axonopodis pv citri (XAC) and Xanthomonas campestris pv campestris (XCC) (da Silva et al., 2002) .
Some previous comparative analyses involving these species have been done. Bhattacharyya et al. (2002a,b) compared Xf-9a5c with the X. fastidiosa Ann-1 and Dixon strains. Van Sluys et al. (2003) compared Xf-9a5c and Xf-temecula. Da Silva et al. (2002) and Lima et al. (2005) compared the two Xanthomonas species. Van Sluys et al. (2002) compared the genomes of eight plant-associated bacteria, including Xf-9a5c, XAC, and XCC. Finally, Moreira et al. (2004) , using the common citrus host as a reference, compared Xf-9a5c and XAC. These analyses have shown that the genomes of all four organisms are closely related, while highlighting significant differences. In this paper, we present the first analysis of all four completely sequenced representatives of the Xanthomonadaceae. We expand on previous analyses and report several new results. These results shed new light on the pathogenicity mechanisms used by these organisms and bring understanding of the evolution of these related pathogens to a new level.
General features of Xylella
Xylella fastidiosa is a fastidious and xylem-limited bacteria that causes a great variety of diseases in distinct plant hosts (over 100 plant species), such as Pierce's disease of grape, periwinkle wilt, phony peach disease, citrus variegated chlorosis, and almond, plum, elm, maple, oak, and sycamore leaf scorches (Hendson et al., 2001; Hopkins, 1989; Purcell, 1980; Wells et al., 1987) . Although these strains are generally classified as a single species, some genetic studies suggested the existence of multiple species (Schaad et al., 2004) . Xylella cells are approximately 0.3-0.5 m in diameter and 3-5 m in length, with a single chromosome of approximately 2.6 Mbp, and may contain plasmids (Holt, 1994; Wells et al., 1981) . Transmission of Xylella involves the obligatory participation of specific insect vectors (leafhoppers), entering the oral apparatus of insects while they feed on phloem sap from plants (Lopes et al., 1996) . Inside the xylem, these bacteria cause vessel occlusion through cellular agglutination, a process that seems critical for the development of symptoms, which include chlorotic areas on the upper side of leaves, reduction of fruit size and hardened consistence (Chang, 1993; Lee, 1993; Rossetti, 1990) . The two isolates we analyze here, Xf-9a5c and Xf-temecula, are responsible for reduction of citrus and wine production in São Paulo state (Brazil) and California (USA), respectively. Xf-9a5c has a single chromosome of 2.67 Mbp and two plasmids, with a total of 2249 coding sequences (CDSs), 58.4% of which have been assigned putative functions (Simpson et al., 2000; Van Sluys et al., 2002) . Xf-temecula carries one chromosome of 2.51 Mbp and one plasmid, with 2066 predicted CDSs, 68.1% of which were assigned putative functions (Van Sluys et al., 2003) (Table 1) . 49 (20) 49 (20) 54 (20) 53 (20) Phage proteins (%) Plant-associated (Bhattacharyya et al., 2002a; (Nunes et al., 2003 Van (da Silva et al., 2002 Lima (da Silva et al., 2002; Lima et al., CDSs, coding sequences; AA, amino acids.
The surface penetrating necrotic lesions on fruit lead to abscission of fruit and general tree decline, causing great losses in citrus production (Gottwald and Graham, 2000) . These bacteria can survive and multiply outside the host as epiphytic organisms, but in contact with stomates, hydathodes, water pores or lesions of plant tissues, they may colonize the mesophyll producing the classical symptoms of the disease in compatible hosts. Dissemination and transmission generally occur through bacteria exudates derived from lesions under wet weather and by splash dispersal at short range, windblown rain at medium to long range, and human-assisted movement at all ranges (Graham et al., 2004) . XAC contains one chromosome of 5.17 Mbp and two plasmids with a total of 4313 CDSs, 64.7% of which have been assigned a putative function (da Silva et al., 2002) (Table 1) . XCC is the causal agent of black rot in cruciferous plants (Brassica sp) and also infects weeds, including Arabidopsis thaliana. XCC propagates from host to host through the same mechanisms as XAC, but causes a systemic infection (Schaad and Alvarez, 1993) . In compatible hosts, XCC induces marginal leaf chlorosis, darkening of vascular tissue, extensive wilting, and necrosis. Its cells contain a single chromosome of 5.07 Mbp with 4182 CDSs, 65% of them with assigned putative functions (da Silva et al., 2002) (Table 1) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Gene clusterization
We clustered genes into a set of gene families, using results from an all-against-all BLAST analysis (Altschul et al., 1997) for all proteins coded by the four genomes. The clustering was performed in three steps: first, we selected all pairs of bidirectional best hits with e-values of Յ10 Ϫ20 , creating mutually exclusive families of two members each. In the second step, a singleton gene g was added to an already existing family of size n if at least the first k BLAST hits of g belonged to that family (k ϭ 0.8n; the value 0.8 was empirically derived). The last step joined families. Two families f 1 and f 2 were joined if each had a sufficiently high number of genes with a sufficiently high number of hits in the other family. "Sufficiently high" threshold was chosen to be 80%. These criteria were derived from similar ones used by Digiampietri et al. (2003) .
We call a gene g unique (or specific) to genome x if it is a singleton or if it belongs to a gene family that does not include members from other genomes (a paralogous family). This definition is extended in the obvious way to declare genes unique to two genomes with respect to the other reference genomes. The set of genes shared by two or more genomes (orthologous families) are all genes in the families that have at least one gene from each reference genome. The set of paralogous genes from genome x is comprised of the genes in families that contain at least two genes from genome x.
Phylogenetic analysis
Selection of homologous genes for phylogenetic analysis was performed through different methodologies for isolated and concatenated genes. Isolated genes were compared to sequences in the UNIPROT database (Apweiler et al., 2004) using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) , and valid matches were selected based on varying degrees of sequence identity, alignment coverage and e-value. Concatenated alignments were built for putative operons by selecting, for each gene in a well defined seed cluster from a certain organism (usually XAC or XF-9a5c), all homologous sequences from the KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2004) and COG (Tatusov et al., 2001 ) databases, and later selecting all homologous CDSs in different genomes that were separated by no more than ten CDSs from other homologous genes of the same seed cluster. Some genes and organisms were then dropped in order to avoid missing genes in the final alignment.
Once a set of homologous sequences was chosen for each gene, selected sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW, version 1.74 (Thompson et al., 1994) , with default parameters, and conserved regions were selected using the program GBLOCKS (Castresana, 2000) . When dealing with clusters, alignments were concatenated at this point. All alignments were then analyzed by the PROTML program (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1996) for maximum likelihood inference of phylogenies, using the Poisson model of amino acid substitution.
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Integrase classification and putative insertion/deletion islands (PinDels)
Phage insertions and transposases are known mediators of rearrangements and horizontal gene transfer events, and we searched putative insertion/deletion events (PinDels) associated with phages. We defined PinDels as regions flanked by phage integrase genes and rich in hypothetical and phage-related genes. In a second step, we also accepted, as PinDels, regions without flanking integrases but with significant GC and codon biases, and also rich in hypothetical and phage-related genes. The GC and codon biases were computed following Karlin's methodology (Karlin, 2001) .
As a complement to the analysis above, integrases were classified based on two criteria: (i) sequence similarity and (ii) integration site class (Table 2) . Based on sequence similarity, four distinct paralogous groups were formed for integrases (I, II, III, and IV), and an independent group was defined for recombinases xerC and xerD. Three integration site classes were defined: (A) integrases flanked by t-RNA genes, (B) integrases flanking PinDels but not t-RNAs, and (C) integrases with no flanking t-RNAs or located inside a PinDel.
Determination of putative terminus of replication was based on maximum value for the cumulative strand bias (Lobry, 1996) . Figure 1 illustrates the rearrangements of relevant gene clusters among the genomes of the four Xanthomonadaceae. Graphs below each genome map represent variations in genome composition, measured by codon and GC biases.
RESULTS
Structural comparisons and PinDels of the four genomes
In Xf-9a5c, four complete phages were found (Simpson et al., 2000) , which could have been acquired from soil-inhabiting bacteria or directly by siphophage (Bhattacharyya et al., 2002a; Bhattacharyya et al., 2002b) . In addition, 22 CDSs coding for phage proteins were found dispersed on the Xf-9a5c genome and in 11 PinDels (Fig. 1) . Nunes et al. (2003) described eight of these Xf-9a5c PinDels as regions found only in citrus-related Xylella strains (in parenthesis the designation given by Nunes et al.) : PinDel-1 (pGI2), PinDel-2 (GI1), PinDel-3 (GI3), PinDel-4 and PinDel-5 (GI2), PinDel-6 (GI4), PinDel-7 (pI1), PinDel-8 (GI 5 ), and PinDel-11 (pGI 6 ). Nunes et al. (2003) described a strong correlation of these regions with unique genes of Xylella. We detected two new PinDels, which we called PinDel-9 and PinDel-10. Interestingly, PinDel-6 is an inverted repeat, that is, it is composed by hypothetical and phage-related proteins that are duplicated and in reverse order. Xf-9a5c integrases flank all four phages and six PinDels (Table 2 ). All integrases of group II flank a phage or a PinDel (B-II). The majority of group I and all group IV Xf-9a5c integrases are flanked by tRNA genes (A-I and A-IV in Table 2 ). Also, six Xf-9a5c integrases (3, 4, 7, 13, 16, and 17) are positioned at the border of regions that characterize rearrangements when compared to Xf-temecula, and not just four, as described by Van Sluys et al. (2003) . Therefore, sequence similarity and integration site classes are correlated, and all rearrangements between the Xylella strains could have been induced by phage insertion.
Although no complete phage insertion was found in Xf-temecula, 139 CDS's are grouped in 10 PinDels, 8 of which were previously described (Van Sluys et al., 2003) . Xf-temecula PinDel-2 is located very close to the replication terminus (Fig. 1) . Previous analysis has suggested that Xf-temecula PinDel-6 could have originated from a fusion of two different phages (Van Sluys, et al., 2003) .
In Xanthomonas the number of genes coding for phage proteins is much smaller, with 35 CDSs in XAC and 43 CDSs in XCC . No complete phage is present in XAC and a single phage ((Lf) is found in the XCC genome. We identified thirteen PinDels in XAC and seven in XCC, all flanked by phage integrases, except PinDel-3 and PinDel-7 from XCC, which were identified based on anomalous GC content. PinDels 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13 in XAC and 3, 4, 5, and 6 in XCC might have been inserted or lost after divergence of the two strains. PinDel-3 of XAC is homologous to PinDel-1 of XCC and the same holds for PinDel-4 and PinDel-11 of XAC and PinDel-2 and PinDel-6 of XCC, respectively. While Xanthomonas presents a smaller number of integrases and phage-related proteins than Xylella, it has many genes coding for transposases, which are not so abundant in Xylella.
XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES Integrase number 7 and 13 of Xf-9a5c is fragmented into two genes. Up, upstream; Down, downstream. *Gene with frameshift or point mutation. #Although DePo is not a PinDel, it is discussed in the text and therefor3e was highlighted. Recomb, recombinases; Xf-temecula integrase number was defined using the number of homologous integrase genes in XF-9a5c.
Integrase Group
Rearrangements
Insertion
Nearest homologues
The location of one copy of the type II secretion system (T2SS) genes, a cluster known as xcs ( Fig. 1) , is interesting. Although this system is absent from Xylella, the regions in Xylella homologous to the xcs flanking regions from XAC (A and B in Fig. 1 ) are joined together . The pattern is the same as the one found for the flanking clusters (C and D) of genes in the type III secretion system (T3SS), which are also neighbors in Xylella . Although the copies of T2SS xps and xcs are located at different regions in the XAC genome, these clusters belong to homologous translocated regions containing recombinases xerC and xerD (Fig. 1) , also observed in Xf-9a5c. These two proteins are important to separate concatenated chromosomes during replication and have been involved in genome rearrangements (Hendricks et al., 2000) . Region E (fimT, uvrB and a tRNA-Val gene) flanks genes in the Type IV secretion system in XAC, and is found between rearrangements II and III in Xf-9a5c, and upstream to rearrangement II in Xf-temecula.
For XAC, we have classified the integrases in three groups of sequence similarity and identified some that are homologous to the Xylella integrases (Table 3 ). Although we have not found any correlation between sequence similarity group and integration site class in XAC, eleven of eighteen integrases flank PinDels. In XCC nine of twelve integrases flank PinDels.
Analysis based on presence/absence of genes
Although many unique genes were described in previous work (da Silva et al., 2002; Moreira et al., 2004; Simpson et al., 2000; Van Sluys et al., 2002; 2003) , a careful and detailed analyses of the four Xanthomonadaceae revealed new unique genes and systems, which seem to be involved in the processes of adaptation, colonization, and pathogenicity. These genes were classified into four distinct major groups: (i) genes unique to each strain; (ii) genes unique to each genus; (iii) genes unique to the intersection of strains of different genera; and (iv) genes unique to Xanthomonas and Xylella genera, that is, genes not found in organisms that do not belong to one of these genera. In the presentation that follows, these categories were divided into two subclasses: genes arranged in tandem, that is, close enough to be considered members of a gene cluster, and scattered unique genes. Table 4 gives the number of unique genes in each genome with respect to the others as well as unique genes in combinations of genomes. The composition of these gene sets is analyzed next.
Unique genes in each genome
XAC-specific genes. There are 18 clusters of unique genes in XAC, which we call XaUCn, where the first Xa stands for Xanthomonas axonopodis, UC highlights that this is a unique cluster and n is a number from 1 to 18 (Table 5 ). XaUC1 (XAC0855-XAC0860) includes an ABC transporter permease complex, previously described as unique by da Silva et al. (2002) , composed by the subunits oppD, oppC, and oppB, and an associated oligopeptide binding protein oppA (Fig. 2 , square 8C). The cointegrate resolution protein subunits (SST) form a gene cluster (XAC3227-XAC3229) inside the region XaUC12, with a Tn5044 transposase gene (XAC3226) located upstream of the cluster and another transposase downstream, after three hypothetical genes. We note that XAC3227 and XAC3229 are homologous to integrase and cointegrase genes found in the pXAC64 plasmid (XACb0009 and XACb0010, respectively) and in a T3SS cluster from X. campestris pv. vesicatoria genome (Noel et al., 2003) . The entire sequence of XAC3228, on the other hand, is highly similar to the N-terminal region of XAC3227, and thus seems to be a truncated copy of this gene. HMS proteins (Pendrak and Perry, 1991 ) form a single cluster comprising the subunits R, F, and H (XAC1811-XAC1813), known as pigmentation locus pmg in Yersinia pestis (Yp) (Fig. 2, square 7C ). This cluster is inserted inside the XaUC15 region and is involved in uptake and storage of exogenous hemin groups (Pendrak and Perry, 1991; Schubert et al., 1998) . XAC also has a XamI adenine-specific methyltransferase (XAC2436) and a type II XamI restriction enzyme (XAC2437) (da Silva et al., 2002; Gomez et al., 1997) (Fig. 2 , squares 12F and 13F). These genes are located inside region XaUC9, which is composed by 29 CDSs, including 21 unique genes flanked by a tRNA-A, and six transposases, one phage and four plasmid-related proteins. The richness of plasmid-related and transposase genes suggests the involvement of plasmids in the acquisition of this region. The cluster formed by four pyridine nucleotide transhy-
Structure and composition of the four genomes. Each genome is depicted based on three parameters: structural composition, GC content variation, and codon bias variation. The key to symbols used are given below the Xylella section. Gene clusters related to pathogenicity or adaptation are depicted by numbered black arrows just above the GC content graph; the key to numbers is given below the Xanthomonas section. The vertical dashed line represents our estimate for the location of the terminus of replication.
drogenases (XAC0918-XAC0924) was named XaUC2 and has two pntA subunits (both with frameshifts) that promote the reversal conversion of NAD in NADP, and two pntB subunits that promote the transhydrogenation of NADH and NADPH. XaUC6 is formed by 31 genes and has a unique hemolysin-type calcium binding protein, placed side by side with hlyD and hlyB genes, coding for the T1SS machinery. Other eleven XaUCn regions are clusters of unique genes composed almost entirely of hypothetical proteins, always accompanied by phage proteins or transposases and usually flanked by tRNAs (Table 3) . Lima et al. (2005) , based on atypical GC content and codon bias, described five other unique regions in XAC. Although no genes in these five clusters presented relevant functions, some isolated genes have known MOREIRA ET AL. 
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XaUCn, Xanthomonas axonopodis Unique Cluster number n; XcUCn, Xanthomonas campestric Unique Cluster number n; T, Total; U, Unique; PinDel, Putative insertion or Deletion; CHP, Conserved Hypothetical Proteins; HP, Hypothetical Proteins; HXAC or HXCC, homologous; UXAC or UXCC, Unique; Int, integrases. # Plasmid-related protein.
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Ȥ functions, like an antirestriction protein that inhibits both restriction and modification by each of the four type I restriction systems in Escherichia coli (Delver et al., 1991) , two drug resistance genes (matE) that mediate resistance against specific drugs, two genes related to pectin degradation, an important step in plant tissue colonization and pathogenicity, and two components of the type V autotransporter secretion system involved in translocation of specific proteins across the outer membrane via a transmembrane pore.
Among scattered unique genes of XAC, we highlight the gene that codes for 2-keto-3-deoxy-D-gluconate transport system, named kdgT (XAC0337), involved in uptake and transport of degraded pectin into the cell (Fig. 2, square 9C ), which is placed near two copies of ISXac3 transposases. Although XCC does not have a copy of kdgT, genes flanking kdgT in XAC show a conserved order in XCC. Two genes involved in phytoene metabolism (XAC2744 and XAC3594), an important precursor of carotenoid biosynthesis, were also found in XAC and may be components of a photoprotection system that is not mediated by xanthomonadins. Three copies of XAC peptidases have homology to pseudomonapepsin and xanthomonapepsin carboxypeptidases, involved in oligopeptide absorption and degradation (da Silva et al., 2002) (Fig. 2 , square 8C). XAC also contains one hrp-associated gene, hpaF (XAC0391), which is part of T3SS and is not found in XCC.
XCC-specific genes. As was done above for XAC, we named genomic regions in XCC enriched with unique genes as XcUCn (Table 5 ). XcUC1 (XCC0319-XCC0347) includes a cluster of genes that code for proteins involved in xanthomonadin biosynthesis. This region has a total of 29 genes, 20 of which are found only in XCC, among the four bacteria. Six genes between XCC0332 and XCC0342 align to the amino terminal region of the Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae pigH gene, with high similarity, suggesting a tandem duplication event. XcUC3 has 10 unique genes involved in biosynthesis of LPS O-antigen and the LPS core (XCC0599-XCC0618), previously described by Vorholter et al. (2001) . According to these authors, knockout of genes in this region may impact on XCC pathogenic interactions with the host. Interestingly, this cluster is positioned downstream of the xanAB, rmcABCD and ispJI gene clusters, all related to LPS biosynthesis (Steinmann et al., 1997; Vorholter et al., 2001 ). Comparing XcUC3 with the genome of XAC, we note that a unique XAC gene cluster, named as XAC5 by Lima et al. (2005) , is placed at a locus homologous to XcUC3 and has two ABC transporters (rmd and gmd) in common (Fig. 3a) . Other genes that are inserted into XAC5 have functions that might be related to LPS biosynthesis. Therefore, a detailed functional analysis of this cluster in XAC may reveal new genes involved in LPS biosynthesis (Fig. 3b) .
XCC has a cluster of seven genes that may be required to assimilate and convert nitrate and nitrite into ammonium (da Silva et al., 2002) (Fig. 2 , squares 7I to 7K). This cluster is placed at the end of replication and upstream of other three XCC unique regions (XCC2, XCC3, and XcUC7) (da Silva et al., 2002) . XcUC7 and XcUC9 have a total of four copies of avirulence/effector protein-coding genes, which are very important to plant-host interaction and mediate bacteria colonization of compatible plants. Another important unique gene cluster is composed by three enzymes of the type III restriction-modification system (Fig. 2, XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES Gray background cells show the number of unique gene families per genome or genome intersection. White background cells show the number of unique genes. P, genes with a putative function; H, hypotetical and conserved hypothetical genes.
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Ȩ squares 12G and 13G), which are inserted into the conserved region number 9 of XCC and XAC genomes, described previously by Lima et al. (2005) . The three genes of this restriction-modification system are the only CDSs inside this region that are absent from XAC. This system is composed of a helicase subunit (XCC1067), whose gene is located upstream of a possible DNA methylase (XCC1068), and another helicase (XCC1069), which may be involved in endonucleolytic cleavage of DNA, recognition of specific short DNA sequences and cleavage of sites distant from the recognition sequence.
Previous analyses involving XCC and XAC revealed other five regions unique to XCC (Lima et al., 2005) . The most interesting among these clusters is XcUC7 (region 4 of Lima et al.) , which includes several transposases and a gene that codes for a tannase protein (Fig. 2 , square 8I to 8K). This protein is Gene family id for this function with largest number of paralogous genes (the number of genes is given in parenthesis immediately after the gene family id; when more than one family has the same number of genes, the families are separated by slashes).
The grouping was based either on the predicted protein participation in metabolic pathways and/or the predicted protein molecular function. Lines in bold type highlight systems discussed in the text.
important to prevent damage induced by plant tannins produced as a response to infection (da Silva et al., 2002) , and is located near some transposases and phage-related genes. XCC PinDel-4 is located inside XcUC7, and is one of the regions in XCC with largest deviations in GC content and codon bias (Fig. 1) .
Among the scattered unique genes of XCC an avr protein, named avrXccA2 (XCC2396), is important to host-plant interactions (Table 5) . Other genes include a putative malic acid transporter (XCC3392), a gene coding for a protein related to nisin (bacteriocin) resistance (XCC3409), and a virulence associated protein (XCC4197).
Xf-9a5c-specific genes. Xf-9a5c has five large chromosomal unique regions with more than eight genes and at least 95% of hypothetical or conserved hypothetical genes, always flanked by phage proteins. Xf9a5c has 20 genes that code for conjugal transfer proteins located in two unique regions. Eleven are in the pXF51 plasmid and nine are in the chromosome (XF2048-XF2079) .
The daunorubicin C-13 ketoreductase is a unique Xf-9a5c gene involved in antibiotic production in Streptomyces peucetius. There is also a nickase protein similar to a virD2 protein from an Agrobacterium tumefaciens plasmid, which is a site-specific endonuclease, and a plasmid maintenance protein responsible for stable maintenance of the plasmid during cell division, both located at the pXF51 plasmid. Finally, a type IV pilin involved in competence, an adherence associated pilin and a type I restriction-modification system specificity determinant protein, involved in restriction of exogenous DNA sequences, are also genes unique to Xf-9a5c (Fig. 2 , squares 4F and 5F).
Xf-temecula-specific genes. Among the genomes compared, Xf-temecula presents the smallest number of unique genes (Table 4) . Xf-temecula has four unique regions that deserve attention. Three genes, including a site-specific DNA-methyltransferase involved in restriction and modification of DNA sequences, compose the first region (Fig. 2, squares 4G and 5G) . The second region (PD0906-PD0951), is the largest region unique to Xf-temecula with 30 unique CDSs, including 16 phage-related proteins and 14 hypothetical proteins. The third region comprises four genes, a proteic killer suppression protein, involved in regulation of toxin activity mediated by specific plasmids, a virulence-associated protein (vapI), related to integrative plasmids, and a HicA-related protein that in Haemophilus influenzae is inserted into the Hif-contiguous pilus cluster. The fourth region has a phage-related endolysin, a type II restriction enzyme (nspV), and its respective methylase (PD1667-PD1668), which are involved in site-specific restriction and modification (Fig. 2, squares 4G and 5G) .
Xf-temecula has two unique genes that are involved in cell wall formation: a UDP-N-acetylmuramate-Lalanyl-gamma-D-glutamyl-meso-diaminopimelate ligase, which catalyzes the last step in the murein tripeptide recycling pathway, and a UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-N-acetylmuramyl-(pentapeptide) pyrophosphorylundecaprenol N-acetylglucosamine transferase, that catalyzes the last step of peptidoglycan biosynthesis.
Genes specific for several genomes
Genes unique to Xanthomonas with respect to Xylella. Among the Xanthomonas genes arranged in clusters, we have found genes coding for chemotaxis proteins, flagellar structural units, copies of type II and III secretory systems and iron receptors. Both Xanthomonas possess a complete set of genes involved in synthesis and regulation of flagella (Fig. 2, squares 15E to 15H, and 16E to 16H) (da Silva et al., 2002; Moreira et al., 2004) . Ten XAC and nine XCC copies of a methyl chemotactic protein gene (mcp), called tsr, are located in a tandem duplication, comprising about 15 Kb. The tsr gene is involved in capture and transference of chemotactic signals from the environment to the bacterial cytoplasm, and responds to presence of the amino acids serine, alanine or glycine Stock et al., 1992) . Phylogenetic analysis of mcp and tsr genes from XAC, XCC and some other bacteria have shown that, although all copies of tsr in this region belong to a single clade, some mcp genes from outside this region also cluster together with high bootstrap support values in both genomes. Therefore, these genes must have been duplicated before divergence of XAC and XCC lineages (Fig. 4) .
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The type II secretory system (T2SS) is responsible for the export of exoenzymes essential to host colonization in plant pathogens (Housby et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 1997) . In Xanthomonas, two copies of this system were described (Fig. 2, square 11C and 11J) , while for Xylella strains just the copy known as xps was found (Fig. 2 , square 3C and 3J) . Both T2SS clusters of Xanthomonas genomes are located in the largest genomic rearrangements between XAC and XCC genomes (da Silva et al., 2002) , near to genes coding for XerC and XerD recombinases (Fig. 1) . A phylogeny for the two copies of T2SS (Fig. 5) suggests that divergence between these two operons is ancient, dating at least to the ancestor of Xanthomonadaceae .
The type III secretory system (T3SS) is a molecular device of gram-negative bacteria specialized in delivery of effectors proteins across the membrane barrier of compatible hosts (Collmer et al., 2000) . Both Xanthomonas strains have genes that code for T3SS, known as hrp genes (Fig. 2, square 11C and 11J ) (da Silva et al., 2002) . There are nine XAC and thirteen XCC hrp genes, nine XAC/XCC hrp-conserved genes (hrc), six XAC and five XCC hrp-associated genes (hpa) and one unknown gene unique to XAC. Copies of T3SS in XAC and XCC are located at non-equivalent positions, that is, they are flanked by non-homologous regions at clearly different genome loci (Fig. 1) . Xylella strains do not have a copy of this system (Simpson et al., 2000; Van Sluys et al., 2003) (Fig. 2) ; they also lack a cluster that codes for poly-and oligosaccharide (DePo) degradation, which flanks the T3SS cluster on both Xanthomonas (Fig. 1) .
Besides the complexes and genes cited above, the two Xanthomonas present some other unique gene clusters that may be related to adaptation and pathogenesis. A unique cluster related to uptake and metabolism of carbon sources codes for a C4-dicarboxylate transport system and two tandem copies of 4-hydroxy-2-oxoglutarate-aldolase/2-deydro-3-deoxyphosphogluconate aldolase, related to degradation of Dgalactonate, might provide an alternative route for carbon uptake. A complete PTS fructose system, related to uptake and metabolism of fructose, is present, including the subunits IIC and IIB, which are absent in Xylella, and may easy entrance of sugars into the cell (da Silva et al., 2002) (Fig. 2, squares 9C , 9D, 9I and 9J).
Two systems related to cytochrome biosynthesis are also unique to Xanthomonas: a cluster related to cobalamin and pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) biosynthesis, and three clusters coding for cytochrome D ubiquinol oxidase I (cydA) and II (cydB) subunits. Cytochrome D ubiquinol oxidase was implicated in maintaining low intracellular oxygen concentrations as a requirement for eventual nitrogen fixation in nitrogenfixing bacteria (Kelly et al., 1990) . The Xanthomonas species also have two unique clusters possibly involved in osmotic stress: a potassium-transporting ATPase cluster, a cluster involved in putrescine binding, and a transport protein required for the periplasmic transport of putrescine. There are also three copies of microcystin dependent proteins, in tandem, which are related to inhibition of protein phosphatases (Sivonen et al., 1992) . Microcystin is a nonribosomally produced cyclic heptapeptide found in toxic strains of Microcystis, Anabaena, Nostoc, and Oscillatoria (Sivonen et al., 1992) .
FIG. 2. Comparative view of the Xanthomonadaceae biological processes. Comparative view of the biological processes involved in the lifestyle of Xf-9a5c (A), Xf-temecula (B), XAC (C), and XCC (D)
. Horizontal and vertical black lines separate each organism's biological processes according to the environments in which they live. Using the horizontal axis, it is possible to compare same genus organisms. The central circle represents the main chromosome and within this circle is shown the central metabolism found in these bacteria. The central circle border alludes to the main chromosome DNA molecule, and some unique systems were plotted on it, such as the SPI-7 island (Fig. 7) and LPS synthesis genes (Fig. 3) . (2002) . XcUC3 is one of the regions unique to the XCC genome (Table 3) , whereas XAC5 is a unique region described by Lima et al. (2005) . ( Unique Xanthomonas genes were also found located scattered in both genomes. Most of these genes have a regulatory function and may be directly involved in regulation of pathogenicity and adaptation. Among them, we highlight a large number of genes involved directly or indirectly with sugar metabolism: a copy of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, an important enzyme in the gluconeogenesis pathway; kdgA gene (KDPG and KHG aldolase), which codes a key enzyme in the Entner-Doudoroff pathway (Fig. 2 , squares 9D and 9J); two xylose repressor genes involved in regulation of the xylBAFGHR operon; a tldD gene that suppresses the inhibitory activity of the carbon storage regulator (csrA), possibly affecting glycogen biosynthesis, gluconeogenesis, cell size and surface properties; two copies in XAC and a copy in XCC of 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate kinase, that catalyzes phosphorylation of the first common intermediate in the D-glucuronate and D-galacturonate catabolic pathways. Besides genes for cell-wall degradation, sugar uptake and metabolism, the two Xanthomonas genomes also have two subunits of gum genes that are absent in Xylella (da Silva et al., 2001 ).
The two Xanthomonas genomes have unique genes related to the uptake of nitrogen, such as an ABC transporter amino acid permease, which eases uptake and processing of nitrogen, associated to a nitrogen regulatory IIA protein and a fumarate and nitrate reduction regulatory protein, which may have a role in linking carbon and nitrogen assimilation. Both genomes also have two copies of a sulfate permease that may provide alternative routes of energy production based on sulfur metabolism.
Both Xanthomonas present a large number of genes related to adaptation after the plant response to infection. Eight and six copies of chloroacetaldehyde dehydrogenase were found on XAC and XCC respectively. This gene is involved in detoxification of chloroacetaldehyde to chloroacetic acid, and therefore is important to adaptation and colonization of mesophyll. Genes related to vanilate, protocatechuate, hydroxybenzoate and benzoate degradation, all phenolic compounds, also exist and are directly involved in defense against plant chemical defenses produced during systemic acquired resistance (SAR) (Fig. 2 , squares 14B to 14E and 14H to 14K).
The two Xanthomonas genomes studied here have a large number of genes coding for efflux and influx pumps, and genes related to detoxification and antibiotic resistance. Among the unique genes that mediate the interchange of compounds between the cytosol and the environment, we highlight nine copies in XAC and six copies in XCC of outer membrane proteins homologous to an efflux system protein called nodT, a component of multidrug efflux pump; four copies of a multidrug resistance efflux pump ( fusE), responsible for export of toxins; a gene that codes for a toxin secretion ABC transporter ATP-binding protein; genes associated with iron storage and detoxification (bacteriferritin and bacterioferritin-associated ferredoxin); and genes related to the synthesis of choline, betaine and taurine, compounds involved in osmotic control.
Both Xanthomonas present a large number of genes that code for different iron receptors, with 63 genes in XAC and 64 genes in XCC (Fig. 2, squares 8C and 8J ). Among these genes, there are receptors for specific siderophores, such as: pyoverdine, enterobactin and pseudobactin; and for other compounds that also chelate iron, such as hemin, cobalamin and citrate (Braun and Braun, 2002; Buyer and Leong, 1986; Cor-FIG. 4 . Unrooted phylogenetic tree inferred for tsr/mcp genes from XAC, XCC, and other bacteria. Xanthomonas genes are identified by their ordered locus names (XAC#### or XCC####), as available in the GN field from UniProt. These genes form a monophyletic group at the top, and most tsr genes in this group are present in orthologous pairs and arranged in tandem in both Xanthomonas, thus implying a lineage specific expansion of tsr genes before the divergence of XAC and XCC. Selection of homologs was made requiring all sequences to be BLAST hits of XCC1869 with at least 60% coverage and e-value of Յ10 Ϫ10 . Phylogeny inference was performed using maximum likelihood and assuming a Poisson model of evolution. Koster et al., 1995) . The Xylella genomes have significantly fewer of these receptors. Six genes for iron receptors are found in Xf-temecula and four genes were described in Xf-9a5c (Fig. 2, squares 6C and 6J) .
Genes unique to Xylella with respect to Xanthomonas. Although Xylella has fewer unique genes than Xanthomonas (Table 4) , some important systems are found among them. Type IV pili are filamentous structures placed at bacterial polar regions and are responsible for movements called twitching motility on adhesion surfaces (Alm and Mattick, 1997; Strom and Lory, 1993) . Both Xylella and Xanthomonas have genes that code for components of this structure, but Xylella shows a higher number of copies of such genes, including several copies of the structural subunit gene pilE and, most importantly, two copies of the cluster pilE-fimT (Fig. 2, squares 2F and 2G) . Phylogenetic analysis suggests the presence and divergence of two copies of the pilE-fimT cluster in the ancestor of Xanthomonadaceae, both copies being preserved in Xylella (Fig. 6) , while one copy was lost in XAC and the other in XCC, thus implying independent losses after divergence of the two Xanthomonas lineages (Fig. 2, squares 15D and 15I) . The pilE-fimT clusters in XAC (XAC0974-XAC0984) and XCC (XCC2488-XCC2495) have low %GC (54%) when compared to the genome average (65%) and to GC content in its flanking regions, which are rich in phage and transposase insertions.
Among the several unique genes found scattered in Xylella genomes, those involved in biosynthesis and secretion of colicin and the gene that codes for arginine deaminase deserve special attention. Colicins are small proteins that promote bacterial antagonism during nutritional limitation (Lazdunski et al., 1998) . Xylella strains have copies of all genes necessary for colicin biosynthesis, but both Xanthomonas strains have no copy of the cvaC and cvaA genes and the cvaB gene is present only in XAC (Fig. 2, squares 2C , 2D, 2I, 2J). The absence of cvaA gene in XAC is paralleled by the insertion of two transposases that might have mediated rupture and depletion of the cvaAB cluster. In XCC, both colicin genes are absent and there are no transposases. The genes cvaABC are regulated by the cvpA-purF gene cluster, which was first identified in Escherichia coli plasmid pColV-K30 (Fath et al., 1989; Waters and Crosa, 1991) . All four phytopathogens have copies of the cvpA-purF cluster, showing a high degree of similarity to E. coli genes, but located in the chromosome (Fath et al., 1989; Lazdunski et al., 1998; Waters and Crosa, 1991) . A recent in vitro approach revealed that the colicin genes are functional and are expressed under high sugar concentration (Pashalidis et al., 2005) .
Arginine deaminase (rocF) was formerly described as a gene that may define the pathogenic or non-pathogenic phenotype for strains of Xylella fastidiosa (Koide et al., 2004) . Curiously, this gene is not found in Xanthomonas and is located inside a region that presents other seven unique genes (XF1232-XF1255 and PD0508-PD0521), most of them hypothetical or conserved hypothetical proteins. This gene may be important against NO produced by the plant.
XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES 63 FIG. 5. Unrooted phylogenetic tree for the concatenated alignment of subunits D, E, F, G, H, and K of the T2SS gene cluster. The xps clusters found in XAC and XCC are homologous to the T2SS from Xylella (Xf-9a5c and Xftemecula) and belong to a well-supported clade together with other plant-associated bacteria, while xcs is more related to secrectory systems found in enterobacteria. Leptospira (LEPIN) was used to orient the tree in order to separate the systems found in entero-and plant-associated bacteria. Selection of homologous sequences was made based on KEGG and COG orthologous groups. Phylogenies were inferred using maximum likelihood and a Poisson model for aminoacid substitution. Unique genes in XAC and Xf-9a5c/Xf-temecula with respect to XCC. Eighteen of these genes are located inside PinDel-8 of Xf-9a5c and PinDel-4 of XAC, comprising a region that is homologous to the SPI-7 pathogenicity island from Salmonella thiphymurium (Fig. 2 , squares 8E and 6E) Pickard et al., 2003) . Detailed analysis of the SPI-7 region in both genomes suggests probable lateral transfer events in each lineage inside this region: insertion of 37 genes comprising PinDel-7 in Xf-9a5c (XF1718-XF1754), which is located upstream of SPI-7 in Xf-9a5c and is flanked by a tRNA-G, and an added cluster of fourteen genes, including an integrase (XAC2220), inside the SPI-7 region in XAC (Fig. 7) . Our analysis has shown that, in Xf-9a5c, 13 genes in PinDel-7 and 14 genes in SPI-7 show atypically high GC content (68%) when compared to the Xf-9a5c genome average (53%). Their homologs in the region SPI-7 from XAC have GC content very close to the average (65%) for XAC genes. In spite of this, and given the absence of SPI-7 both in XCC and Xf-temecula, plus the other evidence presented above, we speculate that the presence of SPI-7 in XAC and XF-9a5c resulted from two separate lateral transfer events; this is consistent with Pickard et al.'s hypothesis (Pickard et al., 2003) that SPI-7 may be a mobile element.
Other CDSs in the intersection of XAC and Xf-9a5c gene sets include three conserved hypothetical proteins: a transcriptional regulator, a plasmid stabilization protein, and a cytochrome B561-like gene. A single gene was classified as unique to the intersection between the XAC and Xf-temecula gene sets: CDP-diacylglycerol-glycerol-3-phosphate3-phosphatidyltransferase, which catalyzes a committed step to the synthesis of the acidic phospholipids, and is located near transposases and phage-related genes in Xf-temecula.
Genes unique to XCC and Xf-9a5c/Xf-temecula with respect to XAC. Four genes are unique to XCC and Xf-9a5c gene sets: three conserved hypothetical proteins and a phage-related protein. Only three genes are unique to XCC and Xf-temecula: two phage-related proteins, which are duplicated in XCC, and one hypothetical protein.
Xanthomonadaceae unique genes. These were selected based on published results. Among the most important of the genes unique to the Xanthomonadaceae are those responsible for the synthesis of DFS (Diffusible Signal Factor) signaling molecules, the rpf cluster (regulation of pathogenicity factors) (Barber et al., 1997; Tang et al., 1991) . Inside the rpf operon, XAC differs from XCC because it does not have the rpfH and rpfI genes. The insertion of two transposases between the genes recJ and prfB may have replaced rpfI (Dow et al., 2000) , accompanied by the insertion of a gene coding for a wall-associated protein (wapA) of the family rhs, composed by nine copies of the rhs repeat (Apweiler et al., 2000) . The rhs domain can act as a recombination hot spot (Minet and Chiquet-Ehrismann, 2000) and was related to duplications and rearrangements in E. coli (Lin et al., 1984) . Rpf clusters in both Xylella strains lack copies of the rpfI, rpfH and rpfD genes, in addition showing a rupture of this cluster between genes rpfF and rpfB (da Silva et al., 2001; Moreira et al., 2004) . Rpf genes also regulate expression of gum genes, responsible for the synthesis and exporting of the xanthan gum, an extracellular polysaccharide important to pathogenesis (Vojnov et al., 2001) . Gum genes from Xanthomonas strains show a high degree of similarity, with 98% of identity for pairs of orthologs, while in Xylella, identities between genes from different pathovars decrease to values between 65 and 83%, with absence of the genes gumGIL, responsible for joining and modification of mannoses residues (da Silva et al., 2001) .
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FIG. 6. (A)
Unrooted phylogenetic tree for the genes pilE-fimT cluster. (B) Unrooted phylogenetic tree for the copies of pilE unique to Xf-9a5c. Unrooted phylogenetic tree for the genes pilE and fimT found in XAC, XCC, Xf-9a5c, and Sf-temecula, based on their encoded aminoacid sequences. Horizontal lines separate copies of pilE located at the clusters pilBD or pilE_fimT and the copies of fimT. All unique copies of pilE found in Xf-9a5c and Xf-temecula are members of a cluster that includes all copies of pilE from the pilB-pilD cluster in the four bacteria. Note that pilE is also duplicated inside the cluster pilBD in all lineages. This phylogeny was built using maximum likelihood and a Poisson model of amino acid substitution. ORFs were selected based on the presence of a conserved amino-terminal pilin signature and some truncated sequences were later discarded. Although the resulting alignment, after selection of conserved regions, was too short (40 aa), we inspected phylogenies based on different selection of homologs and observed that this phylogeny reproduces all important features obtained when using longer alignments.
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FIG. 7.
Analysis of the region comprising PinDel-6 of XAC and PinDel-5 of XF-9a5c. Analysis of the region comprising PinDel-6 of XAC and PinDel-5 of XF-9a5c, which corresponds to island SPI-7 described for Salmonella typhimurium (Pickard et al., 2003) . The region between genes XF1718 and XF1754 corresponds to PinDel-4 in XF-9a5c. Gray rectangles, genes homologous to genes in the SPI-7 island; white rectangles, genes with function not related to this analysis; black rectangles, phage integrases; black arrows, tRNA genes. Genes with atypically high GC content in Xf-9a5c.
The xanthomonadins cluster is another group of genes specific to the Xanthomonadacea (Starr et al., 1977) . These genes code for proteins involved in the synthesis of pigments useful for protection against photobiological damage (Jenkins and Starr, 1985; Poplawsky and Chun, 1997; Poplawsky et al., 2000; Rajagopal et al., 1997) . XCC and XAC xanthomonadin clusters have the same structure described for Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (XOO) (Goel et al., 2002) (Fig. 2, squares 14E and 14I) , except for the first two genes, located away from the xanthomonadin operon in both genomes. Upstream to XAC and XCC genes homologous to genes 3-12 in XOO (referred to as large cluster in Fig. 8 ), a new cluster of genes, which we call the small cluster, may be associated with xanthomonadins biosynthesis, because genes in this relatively conserved cluster are related to fatty acids and phosphatidic acid biosynthesis. An interesting feature shown in Figure 8 is the extensive modifications of the region containing the two clusters in XOO. The entire small cluster was either lost or translocated in XOO, and the same happened to isolated genes around and inside the large cluster. In particular, the genes XAC4094, XAC4095, and XCC4006 are truncated copies of the N-terminal region of the homologous XAC4093, XCC4005 and the CDS 4 from XOO. The gene flanking the xanthomonadins cluster in XOO, CDS14, is homologous to a gene located in the XcUC1 region, close to the tandem duplication of xanthomonadins-related genes inside this region.
In both Xylella genomes, the small cluster is located far downstream from the large cluster. The small cluster is flanked by phage XFP4 in Xf-9a5c and by PinDel-6 in Xf-temecula. The breakpoint for the separation of the two clusters in both Xylella genomes corresponds to the location of the repetitive non-coding DNA sequences in XOO. Three CDSs in both Xf-9a5c clusters have frameshifts and therefore are considered to be pseudogenes, suggesting degeneration of this system . Homologs of these pseudogenes in Xf-temecula show no frameshifts.
Finally, although genes tonB, exbB, and exbD, responsible for iron uptake, form a cluster in many bacteria and a second copy of exbD (exbD2) is common, the Xanthomonadaceae are unusual for having all these genes in a single cluster, with exbD2 located downstream to tonB-exbB-exbD. Knock-out of exbD2 in XCC induces hypersensitive response from the host (Wiggerich and Puhler, 2000) , but differently from the other genes in this cluster, it is not essential for penetration of phage ⌽L7 and shows no impact on iron uptake (Hung et al., 2003; Wiggerich et al., 1997) .
DISCUSSION
Differences in gene content between Xanthomonas and Xylella complete genome sequences have been characterized previously (Van Sluys, M.A., et al., 2003; da Silva, et al., 2002; Moreira, LM, et al., 2004) . The data presented here complements such analyses with an extensive description of important genome rearrangements and a comparison of the putative functions of all genes leading to variations in gene content among the four strains analyzed. As presented above and explored in previous works, all four bacteria studied here share some characteristic systems that are commonly used to identify members of their family, and were shown to have important roles in their survival and adaptation. For instance, the gum operon, the extended xanthomonadin cluster, and the rpf genes, although present in all four bacteria, show important variations in gene order and gene content among these organisms, and these variations are likely to be a factor in each strain's phenotype (da Silva et al., 2002) .
Following a trend seen in other shared systems, copies of the xanthomonadin cluster in Xylella strains are highly fragmented when compared to the structure seen in Xanthomonas. In Xf-9a5c, the fragmentation of the cluster is paralleled by the presence of three pseudogenes inside the large and small clusters. Although Xf-temecula has intact copies of the Xf-9a5c pseudogenes, experimental data has shown that both Xylella strains do not synthesize the xanthomonadin pigment Almeida and Purcell, 2003; Chang and Donaldson, 2000; Leite et al., 2004) . Considering the changes in the xanthomonadin clusters from XAC and XCC to Xf-temecula and Xf-9a5c, the trend represented in Figure 8 that we wish to highlight is an apparent progressive depletion of the xanthomonadin cluster along the evolution of Xylella.
A similar fragmentation is observed for the rpf gene cluster in Xylella . It was suggested that the fragmented structure of the rpf cluster in Xylella might induce a reduction of DSF synthesis, thus leading to reduced quorum sensing signaling and no feedback for regulation of expression of the XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES F8 Ȩ FIG. 8. Analysis of genes predicted to be involved with Xanthomonadins synthesis. Analysis of genes predicted to be involved with Xanthomonadins synthesis in XCC, XAC, XF-9a5c, and XF-temecula, using Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae (XOO) as model, following Goel et al. (2002) . The dendrogram on the left shows the 16S phylogeny. Although XOO and XCC are closer phylogenetically, the gene organization of XCC is more similar to that of XAC. This suggests a rearrangement or deletion of the "small cluster" in XOO. A transposase and a repetitive element present upstream of the large cluster in XOO are evidence in favor of this hypothesis. It can be seen in this comparison that the Xylella genomes appear to have been subject to many rearrangements in this region, consistent with data shown in Figure 1 . This analysis suggests that Xf-9a5c phage 4 is related to PinDel-6 in Xf-temecula; note also that XOO gene 14 has an ortholog in XcUC1.
rpf genes themselves . We note that the hypothesis of Moreira et al., (2004) for the consequences of rpf fragmentation is compatible with the relative concentration of DSF in Xylella and Xanthomonas cultures (Scarpari et al., 2003) . Such loss of feedback control over rpf genes probably reduces Xylella's virulence, because it lowers the level of chemical signals that activate gum synthesis. With a reduced DSF-mediated quorum sensing signaling to rpf and living in a low sugar milieu (the xylem), it is likely that Xylella either posses another system for gum synthesis regulation or express this system constitutively, differently from Xanthomonas, which are regulated by sugar concentration (Vojnov et al., 2001) . At any rate, such structural differences in the rpf operon point to the relevance that changes in gene order might have over the phenotype of bacteria. The presence of a complete PTS system only in Xanthomonas, associated to the presence of clusters involved in degradation of plant cell-wall and sugar storage, suggests that Xanthomonas might use degraded cell walls as carbon sources, another function probably absent from Xylella cells, due to the degradation of the PTS system and a reduced number of cell-wall degrading enzymes (CWDEs) in Xylella. The presence of genes encoding the enzyme 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate kinase, along with genes for CWDEs, suggests that Xanthomonas may use the CWDEs to obtain energy from host cell-wall degradation. Some systems were found to be complete in Xylella and reduced in Xanthomonas, probably due to the existence of negative selection against the loss of such functions, which are probably necessary for adaptation into the xylem. This is likely to be the case for the presence of a complete operon for colicin production in Xylella, which is not found in Xanthomonas. The lack of both cvaA and cvaB genes in XCC is probably a derived state, XAC representing an intermediate depletion state, while Xylella probably corresponds to the ancestral set of colicin genes, all being preserved because synthesis of these compounds is essential to avoid competition with other endophytic bacteria of the plant or resident at the insect foregut, as proposed by Pashalidis et al. (2005) . In fact, it has been demonstrated that Xf-9a5c lives in an environment in citrus plants that is rich in endophytic bacteria (Araujo et al., 2002; Lacava et al., 2004) , and therefore the presence of a complete and functional colicin V biosynthesis and secretion system may enhance its chances of survival in the xylem.
Two other important examples of differences in gene content between Xanthomonas and Xylella are the presence in Xanthomonas of a second copy of the type II secretion systems (T2SS), known as xcs, and of a type III secretion system (T3SS). These systems differ from the systems discussed above for being entirely absent from Xylella genomes, instead of partially depleted. Therefore, although one can argue, for the systems discussed above, that a partially degraded copy of a cluster of genes is enough evidence to support a hypothesis of vertical heritage followed by gene loss, the full absence of both secretion systems from Xylella might well be explained by loss of the cluster in the Xylella lineage or acquisition by Xanthomonas after divergence, through lateral gene transfer. In the case of xcs, we believe this system was lost from a common ancestor of Xf-temecula and Xf-9a5c. Two pieces of evidence support this hypothesis: (i) the regions flanking this cluster in Xanthomonas are homologous to neighboring regions in Xylella (Fig. 1 , regions A and B) ; (ii) the phylogeny shown in Figure 5 indicates that copies of the T2SS distributed among several proteobacteria radiate in a pattern that can be easily reconciled with the species tree, by postulating just a few events of gene duplication and loss (Page and Charleston, 1997) . In particular, the copy of xcs present in XAC and XCC is placed at the base of the branch that leads to copies of T2SS present in Pseudomonas and several enterobacteria, thus reproducing the location of Xanthomonas in a species tree (Lerat et al., 2003) . On the other hand, the Caulobacter T2SS copy is placed in an unexpected location, well inside a ␥-proteobacteria group, although this organism belongs to the alpha subdivision of Proteobacteria. Even more suggestive is the grouping of xps, the other T2SS cluster found in Xanthomonas and Xylella, with plant-associated bacteria of the a-proteobacteria subdivision (Bradyrhizobium japonicum and Mesorhizobium loti in Fig. 5 ), which suggests that this cluster, instead of xcs, has originated from lateral transfer from plant-associated bacteria. We note however that branch lengths in the xps subtree leading to B. japonicum and M. loti are long, thus implicating early divergence of these genes, maybe dating to the divergence among these organisms' lineages. Whatever the origins of xps and xcs, their phylogeny and sequence alignment show that their divergence is very old, probably dating to the ancestor of all proteobacteria. This suggests that these systems have specialized to perform different physiological roles, and therefore Xylella may lack some functionality associated with these systems.
XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES For T3SS, a single BLAST run is able to show how easy it is to find such a system among members of the Xanthomonas genus. Sequence and phylogenetic analyses have shown T3SS clusters from members of the ␤-proteobacteria subdivision to be the closest relatives of the T3SS from XAC and XCC (data not shown). Such a relationship is in agreement with the species tree, but contradicts the fact that the XCC copy of T3SS possesses much lower GC composition and high codon bias when compared to the rest of XCC genes, a feature common to laterally transferred genes, although not unique to them. Loci homologous to regions C and D in Xylella (Fig. 1) , which flank Xanthomonas T3SS, are located near the replication terminus in both Xylella strains, a pattern that suggests deletion of this system from Xylella. So we cannot, with known evidence, draw conclusions on what is the origin of T3SS found Xanthomonas.
Lineage specific expansion and diversification is another evolutionary process involved in variations in gene content between the two genera. This is the mechanism behind the much higher number of chemotactic genes in Xanthomonas, and was especially important in the evolution of tsr genes. This family of genes has undergone fast expansion in the Xanthomonas lineage after separation of the Xylella branch (Fig. 4) . It is possible that a mechanism of dosage compensation has prompted the very first duplication events of the tsr gene in the ancestor of XAC and XCC, as proposed by Heidelberg et al. (2000) in relation to the genes involved in chemotaxis in Vibrio cholerae.
The presence of several copies of the structural subunit of type IV pili in Xylella may also have involved a similar mechanism of dosage compensation, followed by divergence of some copies (Fig. 4) . The presence of two distinct clusters of pili type IV biosynthesis in Xylella, as described by Moreira et al. (2004) , associated with a complete cluster of chemotaxis genes related to twitching motility, may have a relation to the lifestyle of Xylella. Each pili cluster may have a specific function such as, for example, fixation into the xylem vessel and fixation into the insect foregut. In addition, the presence of additional copies of genes for fimbrial adhesins may augment the expression of proteins needed for colonization and cell agglomeration into the plant. A recent analysis of genome composition of pathogenic (CVC) and nonpathogenic Xylella fastidiosa isolates showed that the absence of fimbrial adhesins can determine the pathogenic phenotype of an isolate (Koide et al., 2004) .
Another mechanism involved in determining variations in gene content among the four bacteria is the process of lateral gene transfer, already referred to when discussing the secretory systems in Xanthomonas. Several phage-and plasmid-related genes are present in all four genomes and most certainly were acquired directly from other organisms and phages through conjugation or transfection followed by recombination. We note also that many of the unique genes described for the four genomes that had assigned functions were restriction enzymes, known to be transmitted horizontally (Gelfand and Koonin, 1997; Sekizaki et al., 2001; Sharp et al., 1992) . The many transposases seen in Xanthomonas might be related to plasmids and therefore be related to the transposition of genes from plasmids into the genome. An important example of a gene likely to have been acquired laterally is the copy of kdgT, found only in XAC, and placed near two ISxac3 transposases. This gene is related to pathogenicity, since it is involved in the transport of degraded pectin products in the bacterial cell, where these products may be used as carbon and energy sources.
As a final comment on our detailed characterization of unique gene functions among the two Xanthomonadaceae genera analyzed here, some unique genes related to differences in nitrogen metabolism for XCC and XAC and NO resistance in Xylella are worth mentioning. The presence of a unique cluster that codes for nitrate assimilation in XCC may have a horizontal origin and may be coupled with the Xanthomonas unique cytochrome genes cydAB, which have been implicated in nitrogen fixation (da Silva et al., 2001 ), thus characterizing a unique form of nitrogen uptake among the bacteria analyzed here. In association with the opp genes located in the XaUC1 region, the pseudomonapepsin and xanthomonapepsin carboxypeptidases may be part of an oligopeptide absorption and degradation pathway that may be linked to XAC's ability to grow in different environments (da Silva et al., 2002) . Since opp genes code for components of an ABC permease complex that is associated to an oligopeptide binding protein (oppA), it is possible that these genes may help entry of small oligopeptide products for use as a nitrogen source.
In Xylella strains, the unique rocF gene is homologous to Helicobacter pylori's arginase rocF. In Helicobacter pylori, this gene inhibits NO production by macrophages at physiological concentrations of arginine. RocF expression is aborted at normal levels of NO, indicating that this gene down-regulates NO production, thus acting as a survival mechanism and contributing to the success of infection (Gobert et al., 2001 ). Gobert et al. (2002) showed that macrophage apoptosis is induced by activation of the arginase II gene of H. pylori (Gobert et al., 2002) . Based on such observations, Koide et al. (2004) proposed that absence of this gene in Xylella fastidiosa J1a12, a non-pathogenic strain, is linked to reduced growth in the plant and incapacity to colonize the xylem vessels, due to inability to inhibit NO production by the plant host. On the other hand, the hypothesis of Koide et al. (2004) for Xylella fastidiosa J1a12 cannot be extended to Xanthomonas, since these bacteria lack rocF but grow very well inside the plant and, in the case of Xanthomonas campestris, are able to colonize vascular tissues. This suggests that either Xanthomonas has other NO detoxification systems or that it has alternative routes to use arginine produced by the plant.
Pindels and phages. We have discussed above evolutionary events that may have lead to the observed variations in gene content among XAC, XCC, Xf-9a5c, and Xf-temecula. Two other important processes were characterized regarding the evolution of these genomes: the rearrangements observed between species in each genus and the distribution of putative insertion/deletion islands, referred to as PinDels.
All four genomes present important rearrangements. The Xanthomonas genomes have three important rearrangements with respect to each other: an inversion at the terminus of replication and a reciprocal translocation with inversion of the translocated regions (da Silva et al., 2002) . The Xylella genomes, on the other hand, exhibit a more varied set of rearrangements with respect to each other, including a translocation of the replication terminus (Van Sluys et al., 2003) (Fig. 1) . Probably the most important aspect of the Xylella genome rearrangements is the correlation between the borders of shuffled regions and the presence of phages or PinDels near such borders, which indicate a possible involvement of phage integrases in the rearrangements observed in these two lineages, as previously suggested by Van Sluys et al. (2003) ; no similar connection can be made between phage integrase distribution and rearrangements in Xanthomonas.
All strains analyzed show a high number of phage-related genes, many of them located inside unique gene islands rich in hypothetical genes. Note however that Xylella strains possess much more phage-related and complete integrated phages than Xanthomonas, and that Xanthomonas integrases appear to have less activity than in Xylella, since the higher number of rearrangements in this lineage seems related to phage integrases. Also, most phage-related genes in Xanthomonas are located inside unique regions that seem to be remains of degraded phages. Which mechanism is behind the abundance of complete phages integrated into the genomes of the two Xylellas? Multiple alignments of all integrases found in both genomes lead to classification of these integrases into groups based on sequence similarity and integration site class, as described in Materials and Methods. In Xf-9a5c, integrases of group A may be related to insertion on the 3Ј end of tRNAs (Campbell, 2003; Williams, 2002) , whereas the integrases of group B may determine prophage termination. Although no experimental work has been done to verify the relation between the pili machinery in Xf-9a5c and this organism's capacity to acquire phage insertions, pili biosynthesis may be an important mediator of the entrance of phages into Xylella, as suggested by Bradley (1972 Bradley ( , 1974 for Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Also, besides mediating the uptake of iron and other compounds, such as cobalamin and heme groups, the tonB and tolA complexes may be involved in interactions with lytic bacteriophages and the bacteria cell host (Braun et al., 1976) , and facilitate entrance of phages into the genome of Xylella, thus providing another mechanism through which phage invasion may be facilitated in Xylella. The abundance of phage-related genes in Xylella, as well as the greater abundance of transposases in Xanthomonas, may be related to distinct restriction and modification systems in each bacterium. Interestingly, although our initial approach to identify probable insertions was based on phage integrases and site integration, this approach identified nearly the same regions obtained from an analysis based on GC content and codon bias, as shown in Figure 1 .
Although molecular mechanisms that promote a higher rate of phage integration into the genome of Xylella might be involved in the presence of a higher number of complete phages and phage-related genes, a population genetics explanation could as well account for such differences. With nearly half the genome size of Xanthomonas, it is possible that the Xylella genome is evolving under a regime of accumulation of deleterious mutations (Crow and Kimura, 1970) , both in the form of degraded gene systems and pseudogenes as well as integrated phages. Together with its limited environmental range, restricted to the xylem, slow growth and fastidious phenotype, Xylella presents limitations to its propagation derived from the dependence on an insect vector, while Xanthomonas can and usually does spread easily from contaminated XANTHOMONAS AND XYLELLA COMPLETE GENOMES to noncontaminated hosts, being able to survive under adverse conditions over leaf surfaces and on the ground (Lopez et al., 1999) . As Xanthomonas also has a much smaller doubling time both in plants and the laboratory, we believe that the effective population size for Xanthomonas strains is much greater than those for Xylella strains. If real, the reduction of effective population size for Xylella might be regarded as a mechanism that enables fixation of both gene deletion events, leading to a higher number of depleted systems and pseudogenes, and the integration of phages into its genome. Both gene deletion and phage insertion might be considered deleterious events to bacteria and are expected to be removed from sufficiently large populations by means of natural selection. On smaller populations, though, these mutations might become fixed by random genetic drift (Woolfit and Bromham, 2003) .
As a final note, a link between two of the main threads of this paper, namely variation in gene content among phylogenetically close genomes and the observed correlation between phage-related genes and regions rich in unique genes, is provided by recent analyses that show that phage-bacteria interactions are important mechanisms for new gene creation in bacterial hosts (Daubin and Ochman, 2004) . 
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